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A new handbook that helps players enhance their use of Revenge of the Sith Miniatures.Third in a

series of titles that accompany each Star Wars miniatures expansion, Ultimate Missions: Revenge

of the Sith provides extended information and gameplay suggestions for anyone looking to

maximize their Star Wars Miniatures experience. In addition to game-related content, this full-color

product also contains a foldout poster map and new color terrain tiles to diversify

gameplay.AUTHOR BIO: JD WIKER is currently freelancing while also working as president of The

Game Mechanics, a d20 design studio. Some of JDâ€™s recent titles include d20Futureâ„¢, Power

of the Jedi Sourcebookâ„¢, Star Wars Heroâ€™s Guideâ„¢, Galactic Campaign Guideâ„¢, and

Ultimate Missions: Rebel Stormâ„¢.
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Though I am a huge fan of the Star Wars Minis game, I am not a big fan of the scenarios in this

book (some are pretty good, but most are not). However, there are several things I liked about this

item that I thought worth sharing. The best thing about this book are the two maps at the end:Map 1:

Throne Room/Chancellor's Starship -- A very good to great map that is legal for 100, 150, and 200

point tournament play. This map is huge/rigid friendly, and works well for both shooting and melee

characters.Map 2: Mustafar -- A very good map that is unfortunately no longer legal for official

tournament play (but still a fun choice when playing a casual game with friends). Huge advantage

for shooters (so if you like to play shooting squads - as opposed to melee squads - you'll definitely

want to get this map).Another nice thing about this item is the terrain tiles, special rules, and random



scenario generator at the end (it's very flexible, so you can use all of them, or just the parts you

like). For example, you can roll a D20 to determine what type of terrain there is (snow, desert,

jungle, swamp, etc.), type of mission (skirmish, ambush, rescue, escape, etc.), and more. All options

in this section of the book come with their own interesting and easy to understand special rules.

Unfortunately, this is basically the same information that comes in the Rebel Storm: Ultimate

Missions book (but if you don't have that book, it is worth getting in this one).In sum, I would not

necessarily buy this book for the missions (which make up 75% of this book), but this item is

definitely/still worth getting for the maps, terrain tiles, and the special rules and random scenario

generator.

These Ultimate Mission books are brilliant. The maps are, as in past Ultimate Mission offerings,

reason enough to get the book. But the wide range of missions is very welcome. Of course there are

missions based on Episode III, but missions of highlight would be the addition of missions based on

the events seen in the Clone Wars animated series from Cartoon Network. There are a few

missions that use the maps found in the Revenge of the Sith starter game box set and the Clone

Wars starter set as well. There are a couple missions that, if your collection of miniatures allows

anyways, the choice to use miniatures from various sets, not just the Revenge set. It's cool to see

one of these books acknowledge past sets and maps, not just stick to the new stuff.

If you love the Star Wars Universe you can probably make up your own senarios for the game,

however, this book like the ones before it really make living the movies through the game easy to

jump into. If nothing else the new maps alone make this worth the purchase.

This was for my nephew's birthday & he really wanted the map. This was the only one that

mentioned map still attached. It was in very good condition & everything my nephew wanted.

Thanks.

This book was not available in local stores as it is out of print now.  had a copy of it brand new.

Showed up in perfect, unused condition and in a timely manner. Glad I was able to find it here and

at a great price!
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